Meeting is Called on Price of Prom

Institute and Prom Committee Discuss On Charge to Attend For Admission

Because of a disagreement between the students and the committee, the Prom Committee will hold a special meeting Tuesday night to discuss and arrive at some decision. This meeting may be called by the Junior Prom Committee and the Institute Committee, if the two boards cannot agree on the price.

The meeting has been called for the purpose of discussing the Prom Committee's proposal to charge $1.00 for admission for all Institute members.

The Prom Committee did not agree with the price of $1.00 as proposed by the Institute Committee, and they feel that the effect of the charge would be eight dollars for each couple, as was stated in the Institute's letter to the Prom Committee.
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assures the fraternities of a freedom for which they can well strive. To help the fraternities if an occasion arises in which they need them, in no way attempts to dictate to the houses but which stands ready to assist when it can. Once again, our crews are not callable of entering such a race - on a par with the mile race in the three weeks before the contest. While the race is possible, that our Hudsonmania is over.

DURING the first part of the term a petition was circulated through the dormitories, and incidentally signed by a great number of men, requesting the adoption of a new regime at Technology. There are at Technology a fairly large number of men who are not taken seriously in their studies nor given more prominence than their scholastic record. Both the athletes and the intellectuals would be more appreciated if academic ability were rewarded in the same degree. For once, at least, let the halo of special merit be dispelled.

We want time

O n frequent occasions college presidents and others concerned with the educational process have made statements that find their way into the newspapers. Of course, the newspapers are the available forum for such a discussion, and this is not a Petrarchian discussion, with the exclusiveness of the letter or the quartain. It may be that the newspapers do not make the whole, but they do bring to the attention of a greater number of individuals who consider the supreme importance of specialization. It is fairly conceded that the degree should be taken as an indication of the creative ability which the student has acquired and not as an indication that the creator is not the man who works for the joy of creating. Here are the educational opportunities that the mystical letters, Ph.D., and the graduate degree, once the candidate of the holder of the Ph.D. have to offer. The closing of the idea of the fact that most, and many Doctor of Philosophy degrees are awarded on a basis of thesis or dissertation. The creative participation in the stock market, for instance, must be required. The individual applies the tool, the individual produces his own goods, not for the sake of wildcats but oil, for the sake of the principle and the principle itself. A supreme of scholarships, which appeals highly to this writer. The education of the man who must be encouraged, not to make a life of learning, west of the Alleghenies, unless by some unforeseen and unforeseeable turn of events. The problem centers itself in the case of those students who are major or minor executives in less than one hundred of Technology; a situation which shows no sign of improving. It is an interesting fact that the degree should be taken as an indication of the creative ability which the student has acquired and not as an indication that the creator is not the man who works for the joy of creating.

We want time

For four years ago when Technology had what was thought to be one of the best crews ever produced at the Institute, there was a controversy in the college. Foughtit was third, if memory serves aright. Since that time, through the grimness of necessity, we have been forced to try, and as fraternities are hotbeds of sin and vice to a portion of the public, through sheer force of circumstance this is no longer the case. For the sake of minor interests they can or cannot are done with more prominence than others.

Before the Christmas vacation here appeared a dispatch in which the president of Williams College was reported to have said "down the line to the Williamsstown Greek letter organizations, Drinking must stop at the fraternity houses or they will be put locked for an indefinite period." And so it goes: this here and something else at another school.

The Technology fraternities are fortunate whether they realize it or not. The apparent disinterest of the administration in fraternity matters is underlaid with a quiet watchfulness which in no way detracts from the work of the house but which stands ready to help the fraternities if an occasion arises in which they need assistance.

This course of action is not one of complete disinterest yet it assures the fraternities of a freedom for which they can well be thankful. The technology fraternity of the underclassmen.
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THE DRAMA SOCIETY PRODUCES "TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM" BEING PRESENTED APRIL 6TH

Dramashop production, "Ten Nights in a Barroom" will be presented April 6th and 7th in the Cabot Little Theatre. The show, which is to be presented at 8:30 both evenings, will cost 50 cents per ticket, with those attending being given a chance to try for the parts of the cast.

The Tech's Drama Society has selected a new play, "Ten Nights in a Barroom," with the aim of presenting a show which will be a success and at the same time give the Tech's Drama Society an opportunity to prepare themselves for the upcoming fall season. The show is to be presented at 8:30 both evenings, with the audience being given a chance to try for the parts of the cast.
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 **THE ELECTRICAL SPECULUM**

**Continued from page 19**

"When you don't believe in education," the student asked.

"Oh, education is all right, but it's being over-done. As old sea-captains learned to read, write, do arithmetic, and even a little algebra. I know enough and that's all the geometry I need to know." He continued:

"The student who is on the main hall all day, every day, has already been accomplished in the way of minor repairs and removing the old varnish, which had deteriorated in spite.

**THE EDITORIAL**

**And what did he do? He sailed a ship over to England to do a little work, and should use its buildings to take three hours. "Here's another problem for you," the student asked."
PUBLICATIONS FORM NEW ORGANIZATION

M. I. T. Gridiron Takes Place of Pi Delta Epsilon at Technology

Pi Delta Epsilon, the national honorary journalistic fraternity, no longer has a chapter at Technology. At a meeting of the members of this society it was voted to return the charter to the national organization and organize a new society which is more adapted to the needs of the publications at the Institute.

The M. I. T. Gridiron is the name of the organization which now takes the four undergraduate publications together. The name was copied from the famous National Gridiron Club made up of News Correspondents in Washington, D. C.

Men. Adapted To Technology Needs

Membership requirements for Pi Delta Epsilon restricted the number of men eligible to join to a small number that it was felt that the fraternity did not really justify the publications. As a result the new organization is to have no restrictions of any kind, and membership is open to all men on the campus without the required equal amount of time as the members of the Board, with a particular publication.

A new constitution was drawn up and has been submitted to the Institute Committee for approval, but that organization has not had time to act. The Gridiron sponsored the publications banquet held last evening.

SOPH FROM SIGN-UPS ON REGISTRATION DAY

Committee States All Profits Will Go Into Treasury

Quoting as a warning the old proverb, "The early bird gets the worm," the Sophomore Prestress Committee warned that there will be an opportunity to sign up for tables that day in the main lobby on Registration Day, February 6. This gives ample time for those groups which desire to sit at the same table to make their reservations in advance. There will also be other eligible opportunities to sign up later on.

150 AT PUBLICATIONS BANQUET

THE TECH, Vol. LIII, Managing Board

NORMAN R. BRIM
RANDOLPH W. CHURCHILL
WALTER L. WISE
CONSTANTINE S. DADAKIS

New T. E. N. Managing Board

WALTER F. READ
CHARLES T. STEWART
JOSEPH L. SELIGMAN

PLANS FOR ORGANIZATION OF LOCAL CHAPTER OF SIGMA XI WELL STARTED

Professor Prescott Suggests Early Start of Research Fraternity Here

In a statement issued by Professor Prescott, Dean of Science, concerning the organization of a local chapter of the national fraternity of Sigma Xi, that society is to science and engineering what the Phi Beta Kappa society is to letters, science, and philosophy, the purpose is the promotion of scientific research in institutions which offer opportunities for investigation.

Its membership is made up of faculty members who have shown some important achievement in original investigation, and of opportunities or graduate students who have shown marked excellence in some branch of applied science. Because very few undergraduates are admitted, it would not interfere in the least with their co-curricular activities.

A committee of twenty thousand throughout the whole country, in this section, Harvard and Yale have chapters. Sigma Xi originated in 1886, when a group of scientific research mennost, the organization to a National Fraternity.

The idea of introducing a chapter of Sigma Xi is not new. In January, 1929, faculty members of the Institute who were members of the upper classes of Sigma XI drew up a petition for the founding of a local chapter. The petition was returned for corrections. (Continued on page six)

While a benefactor endowed the National Fraternity, Freshmen endowed the local chapter on Trench Field. Formerly in a long line they did a ruckus dance, the program beginning near the Coop and ending up at the bandstand, where a "coifed" group of a running sheet, was hauled to the flames in the order of freshman tins.

Directly after the burning of the "coif," Phillips C. Bridge, '01, president of the freshmen class, spoke a few words in response to general demand. While carrying the "coif" to its final resting place, those participarting in the made dance crossed and re-crossed the driver so as to make it unanswerable. One impatient truck driver managed to get by several lines and after several plagues at the remaining lines, finally broke through and sped on his way.

Several months ago the wearing of the freshman tie was the occasion for widespread discussion, the Quadrangle Club taking steps to enforce the regulations, after THE TECH had printed the names of freshmen seen on the campus without the required cardinal and gray.

ACTIVITIES ANNOUNCE ELECTIONS

Churchill, Wise, Dadaksis, Krim, to Ranna Volume LIII of THE TECH

F. L. BULLARD SPEAKS

Stewart, Read, and Seligman Are Elected to Managing Board of THE TECH

An inter-publication bulletin of men from the four Technology publications, THE TECH, T.E.N., and COPE, was held in North Hall of Walker Memorial last night at seven o'clock. This banquet was the first of its kind, sponsored by the four publications for the purpose of bringing together a greater co-operation among the literary activities.

The guest speaker of the evening was F. L. Bullard, Chief Editorial Writer of Boston Herald. President Karl T. Conant also spoke, and among the other guests were Dean Harold E. Lodford, and the other members of the Advisory Council on Public Relations and the Churchill General Manager of THE TECH.

The elections of positions on the following boards of THE TECH and Tech Engineering News were also announced.

The Senior Board of Volume LIII of THE TECH will be composed of: Randolph W. Churchill, general manager; Walter L. Wise, Jr., Editor; Constantine S. Dadaksis, managing editor; Norman R. Krim, business manager. The following new members will comprise the Junior Board: new editor, Hamilton Dean; assistant news editor, Howard E. Kaiman; features editor, Paul Herbert; make-up editor, Malcolm; A. Preston; sports editor, Walter H. Stillmayer; assistant sports editor, Welden M. Bay; advertising editor, Joseph L. Spettigue; circulation manager, John D. Lomoun; business service manager, John S. smart; features service manager, David P. Cobb.

Chancellor in Course XIV of Tech Engineering News are as follows: general manager, Charles T. Stewart; editor, Joseph L. Seligman; Jr., business manager, Walter F. Read. The Junior Board is to be composed of: advertising manager, James D. Parker; circulation manager, Arthur G. Gilbert, Jr.; treasurer, Kenneth; McConnell; managing editor, Charles T. Stewart; assistant business manager, David P. Cobb.

BULLARD TALKS ON CHANGING WORLD

In speaking to the assembly on "Our Changing World," Mr. Bullard pointed out some salient facts to be observed in American history, and showed that more attention is being directed toward American policies. Modern technological developments have wrought vast changes in the faculty, the student body, and even the national difficulties, Mr. Bullard observed.

President Conant also delivered a short address on "Roles of Organization."
CURTAIN

I n a newspaper with a history of more than half a century, individuals come and go; the institution continues. Each成型, seems to shed the old and take on a new life, and it is up to us, the students, to take full responsibility for the institution. We should understand that the newspaper is the voice of the students, and that it represents the interests of the students. We should work hard to make sure that the newspaper is a true representation of the student body, and that it serves the needs of the students.

BY POPULAR DEMAND

OBLIGED to the demands of the student body, the Junior Prom Committee is working long hours in order to provide a variety of activities for the junior class. The committee is made up of students who are dedicated to the success of the prom, and they are working hard to make sure that it is a memorable event for everyone involved.

COLLEGE PARROTS

STARTING with what he called a "war to the death" on the college parrots, the head of the department of Psychology said that the blue jay was the only bird that was really interested in the school's activities. He said that the parrots were not interested in the school's activities, and that they were not interested in the students.

MICHAEL STARK

Said he would like to see the school have a更好 at the house some evening, and that he was willing to help with the preparations.

New Walker Chef Formerly Head Of Cooking Staff at Hotel Woodcock

New Walker Chef Formerly Head Of Cooking Staff at Hotel Woodcock

The chef who was formerly head of the cooking staff at Hotel Woodcock has joined the faculty of the college as a new member of the faculty. He will be responsible for the cooking staff at the hotel, and will be expected to bring new ideas and innovations to the kitchen.

You Have Been Waiting For These NECKTIES

A selection of patterns that will please you.

We have them in plaid colors, striped and conservative patterns.

At a price in keeping with the times,

at 6c and 50c

TECHNOLOGY BRANCH, H. C. S.

REMEMBER YOUR SHIRTS

Barton's Irish Poplin

Arrow Trump

at $1.95

Weston Brothers

Baldwin

$1.50

Sistercraft Baldwin

$1.00

Members of the faculty and students who want good printing at the least possible cost are invited to consider us. Our modern press is next door to the University.
I'm working and smoking overtime—

hence a Milder Cigarette

WHEN I work hard, I usually smoke more; and when I smoke more, I usually work harder—and that's why I want a cigarette that's milder.

We use in Chesterfield Cigarettes mild, ripe Domestic and Turkish tobaccos which have been aged and re-aged. These good tobaccos in Chesterfield are used in the right proportions—that's a very important matter.

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield are blended and cross-blended—welded together; that, too, helps to make a milder cigarette with better taste.
Impressionistic Art to Feature New Technique

Section To Be Devoted To Each Academic Department of Institute

The 1923 TECHique will feature much impressionistic art work in color. In doing this, the size of the volume will not be increased, in a large percentage of the solid type will be omitted. In this manner it will present a book which is easier to read and does not contain so much here, cold facts. One of the new innovations is a section devoted to each of the academic departments of the Institute. Here also will be carried on the impressionistic idea, as in the title page of each section. As much as possible, the editors of the book will depart from any stereotyped makeup, and will vary the pages in size. The cover will carry out the general theme of the book, and is suggestive. It is a view of the scheme of Technology. The issue which will probably appear before Open House Day will make all in pleasant and interesting reading.

First TECHique In 1885

When the first issue of the yearbook appeared in 1885 it was very unspectacular, attempting only to preserve for posterity a record of events. The editors at that time expressed the hope that “by making the first in every way a success, we shall set a long line of TECHiques stretching in perspective towards the future.” Looking back over the various volumes we see many changes for the better which bear out this wish. The first four TECHiques kept the original small size and paper covers, and not until 1910 do we see the lasting and growing interest in new clothes. That year the book was enlarged and bound in board covers.

In 1892 the yearbook was made in the spirit of the fact that it must be remembered that at this time good reproductions of photographs on the printed page were very expensive, and as a result very few of them were published.

In 1915 TECHique mirrored the radical changes in athletics that were taking place. The spirit of the student body, football and baseball were abolished and the present form of Field Day was substituted for the old Cane Rush. Also, color work on the board covers.

In 1908 the yearbook instituted many of its features and again in 1910, began to publish photographs of the faculty. It is well to remember that at this time good reproductions of photographs on the printed page were very expensive, and as a result very few of them were published. The 1910 TECHique mirrored the radical changes in athletics that were taking place. The spirit of the student body, football and baseball were abolished and the present form of Field Day was substituted for the old Cane Rush. Also, color work on the board covers.

In 1923 the book had every essential thing which is to be found in the present book.

Promotions Leave Staff Vacancies

THE TECH Reopens Competition For Positions During Second Term

With the start of Volume LIII of THE TECH next term, competition will be reopened for positions on the staff. At present, due to the current professorships, many openings are available for freshmen in both the business and editorial departments. The business department especially has opportunities since only a few jobs that particular staff last fall. Men who avail themselves of this opportunity will have the advantage of not having to remain a full term in the paper in order to be eligible for promotion.

News and sports men get experience interviewing men which can be secured in no other way. Men in the advertising department get the art of salesmanship which will be of use in their future life. The business and other departments furnish training which is equal to that of a business school. Many past members of the TECH staff have gained positions with large city newspapers, while some present members act as TECH correspondents for newspapers.

Members Rank High In Studies

Figure which was published several months ago showing the comparative standings of activities groups revealed the fact that a handicap was imposed on studies by working on this TECH. The management of THE TECH stood second only to Tau Beta PI while the staff ranked seventh.

Both had everything essential which is to be found in the present book. Group photographs of the department faculty, senior portfolio, special section pages and so forth. From then on only gradual and natural changes take place in the books. Their covers have retained a uniformly high quality.

Junior TECHique Abandoned in 1923

Following the publication of the 1923 book, it was decided that the orthod of putting on junior TECHique, an annual meeting board by popular election through an editorial committee was not for the best interests of the book. Accordingly, TECHique was made an undergraduate activity, its various functions going to those students who have performed meritoriously.

Conversely, the TECHique has more and more outnumbered in thickness. It was not until 1924 however, that this was realized by the increase in size and scope that have been standard since this time.

Informal Introduction In 1885

The 1885 volume takes a big step forward by giving the book a lively atmosphere by the use of many informal photographs, snapshots, which were used by previous editors only in connection with the summer camps, Mining and Surveying, are extended in scope to include every phase of student life. Since then this “informal” has been steadily growing in popularity. The TECHique contains the most pretentious ortodox of editorial ambitions, free of all that a college offers an undergraduate.

At the same time, the managing board was changed from being comprised by two men, an Editorial Chair and a Business Manager, to three members, General Manager, Manager Editor, and Business Manager.

The book was the last one to be published as the Junior year book and in the next year, 1924, appeared the first正式 TECHique.

From 1924 onwards for six years, a standard cover design was used. In 1925 and 1926, the long familiar “Free Press” section was dropped entirely. The need for a humorous section was felt in 1927, and a comedy section called “The Quiz” appeared. This however, has been abandoned in the latest volumes and practically the only humor material in the publication consists of the informal snapshot.

In 1931 we see a department devoted to new projects which were planned for the following years, and in 1932 there are a number of photograph groups of places of interest in Greater Boston.

How much do they really count?

Good marks are of first importance. Certainly! But studies are not all that a college offers an undergraduate. Executives demand more than book knowledge from their prospective college-trained assistants.

Freshmen—In less than four years you will be facing a highly competitive employment market. How will you answer this query?

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES (MANAGEMENT, LITERARY AND EDITORIAL, ELECTIVE OFFICERS, SOCIETY AND FRATERNITY MEMBERSHIP, ETC., PLEASE DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN ACTUAL OFFICERS AND SUSTAINED PARTICIPATION IN COMPETITIONS FOR TECH)

The first term is over. You have become accustomed to the routine of the Institute. You know how much time you can spend in fields other than study. Get into some activity! Learn the joys of working with your fellow-classmates in a common interest. Enroll in a course of Applied Humanities.

With the first of next term THE TECH will begin a freshman competition leading to positions on the junior board next year. Reporter’s positions are open in the following departments: News, Sports, and Features. Business positions are available in the Advertising, Business Service, and Circulation Departments.

Call at the office in Walker Memorial any time after registration day and talk things over. Many of the happiest days of your college life will be spent working in an activity.

Make THE TECH your activity!
CRIMSON DEFEATS BOXING TEAM 6-1

Collins Kaye's Opponent In 54 Seconds
Unable To Touch

M.B. Technology's boxing team, after not recovering from the efforts of the "Champion" who knocked out Paul Collins, "Hooton Hall" in the 54-second round, was unable to touch his opponent in the third round after having fought a first-round technical decision.

B. Bradford, 135-pound, representative, had just had an attack of the "flu", and was physically unfit to fight. He was thrown in the third round after having fought a first-round technical decision.

Voo Doo Has Passed
Under Review In Desultory Form

Selig, Henry, and du Pont To Take Back Seat At End Of Next Month

Voo Doo's half-rasied jacket has taken the place of the old one. So time this term, and with a stirring cry for the faculty for wavy to-ward's goal, the Voo Doo boys are looking up to the new one and wondering if there will be enough men back in February to continue publication.

In this last number of our college's magazine, we were looking for some new pages of interest, and something new to the magazine. Our reason for this is to show the students of the Institute, to give them a more interesting and informative magazine to read. Here the readers are advised that "it's a good idea to pass around the Voo Doo and Don Ramon Valley Papers," as the magazine also underwent a change, to show the students of the Institute, to give them a more interesting and informative magazine to read.

A Problem In Thermodynamics, "The Magnetic Shrink Ribbed Wool Hose"

The kind we've been selling for 75c! Fine wool—for winter comfort. In plain ribbed pastel colors—for winter style. And they can't shrink! A remarkable value, available as long as quantities last in both our men's furnishings sections.
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Page Five

T. E. N. TERMINATES THIRTEENTH YEAR

(Snowed page two)

C. Washington's year, the number and quality of the students has been enormous, improvement being the goal of that department. The cover of the magazine also underwent a change, the design being changed to plain white with black borders on each side and splashes of different colors on the Institute appearing on such issues.

Among the outstanding articles of the volume were included, "the society's" a series of these articles by Professor Frederic K. Mar-"Three Adventurers in Physics", by R. K. T. Connett and a timely arti-icle on Thermodynamics, "Society: A Problem In Thermodynamics", by Howard W. Ward. The publishing of the first technical information in New England on the new Ford was one of the outstanding moments during the year, the article appearing only a short time after the its initial an-nouncement. Later on in the year, the student branch of the S. E. U., arrangements were made for a trip to the Institute to de-scribe the new Ford.

B. Bring your prescriptions to
MILLER'S APOTHECARY
493 Beacon St., Boston

This prescription department is equipped with a very large assortment of imported and domes-tic dyes and chemicals. Ex-pert pharmacists are required to compound your prescription. A receipt will be given to the customer for the class of the Institute to de-scribe the new Ford.
Board Elections Announced By The Tech at Banquet

Churchill, Wais, Dadukis, and Krim Will Manage Vol. LIII

(Continued from page two)

Krim Will Manage
(Continued from page two)

(Continued from page two)

HoUODINN'S
.
MILK CAN
ESCAP.

It's fun to be fooled

IT'S MORE FUN TO KNOW

What exciting magic there is in cigarette advertising!

Let's look at one of its greatest illusions: the cigarettes that are mysteriously given superior flavor.

The explanation: Just three factors control the flavor of a cigarette. The addition of artificial flavoring...the blending of various tobaccos...and the quality of the tobaccos themselves.

Quality is the most important. Artificial flavoring can never wholly disguise the flavor of cheap tobacco.

The blending of several cheap, raw tobaccos cannot cover the flavor of any of them. A fine cigarette is a cigarette blended from costly, ripe tobaccos.

It is a fact, well known by leaf tobacco experts, that Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other popular brand.

This is why the Camel flavor has never been rivaled...why Camels have given more pleasure to more people than any other cigarette ever made.

In more costly tobaccos lies the secret of Camels' delicious 'boquet'--of their rich, cool flavor--of their non-irritating mildness.

It's the tobaccos themselves.

All the natural goodness of Camel's tobacco is kept fresh and rich for you by the air-tight, sealed Humidor Pack. Don't remove it. Its airtight-proof cellulose also protects your Cigarettes from dust and germs.

Put a pack in your pocket today.
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WALKER CHEF FORMERLY WITH HOTEL WOODCOCK

Saturday, January 21, 1933

WALTON LUNCH CO.

Cambridge Monday, Tuesday, and Night
You will find ALL TECH at 204 Commonwealth Avenue

Boston

242 Tremont Street
250 Washington Avenue
540 Commonwealth Avenue
105 Causeway Street
34 Bromfield Street
19 School Street
242 Tremont Street

Paparone Studios
Telephone

Eleven Club

1215 Commonwealth Avenue

'Consistent in Flavour since 1895'

BOSTON.

NEW YORK - LONDON - PARIS - BOMBAY

Camel is the only brand of Cigarettes that...

It's the tobaccos themselves.

All the natural goodness of Camel's tobacco is kept fresh and rich for you by the air-tight, sealed Humidor Pack. Don't remove it. Its cellulose also protects your cigarettes from dust and germs.

Put a pack in your pocket today.